Vue Analytics Solution

Intelligence
Applied.
Now.
Managing the Move to Value-Based Care.
To be sure your Enterprise keeps pace with today's demand for ever-improving
productivity and care, you need topnotch analytics in place. But, many of the
analytic solutions on the market today take a fragmented approach, collecting
data without taking it to a higher level.
At Carestream, we believe in a holistic approach to analytics. We offer a
wide variety of analytics and insights across the entire imaging value chain.
This enables the continuous journey from data to information to applicable
insight that supports optimal operational and clinical decisions.

Advantages At a Glance
Carestream's Vue Analytics Solution has the
power to transform raw data into actionable
wisdom that can be applied to:
•

Augment your clinical quality of care

•

Elevate patient safety and mitigate errors

•

Amplify operational efficiency

•

Enhance administrative performance

Vue Analytics Solution

Adapt to the Paradigm Shift, with Vue Analytics Solution.
The transformational movement from volume-based to value-based healthcare –
with the goal of better patient outcomes and greater efficiency – is well underway.

Vue Clinical Collaboration Platform –
Intuitive Clinical Content: Management
Workflow Across the Entire Enterprise.

With value-based care, doctors and hospitals are not paid based on the number of
procedures done, patients seen or how much they’re charged – rather, payment is
linked to the quality of outcomes. And while value-based care is still a long-term
goal, your healthcare enterprise must begin to address the issue today – by seeking
ways to become more efficient and valuable to all stakeholders.

The Vue Clinical Collaboration Platform gives all those
who provide, manage, receive and reimburse care the
ability to access the clinical images they need, using the
preferred device and application for each workflow and
setting. A Unified Core offers standards-based solutions
on-site or as cloud-based services.

A Three-Part Solution.
The Vue Clinical Collaboration Platform has three distinct Analytic Modules,
providing a complete and comprehensive view of performance in the Clinical
Business and Operational aspects of the enterprise.

Want to learn more?
Explore the benefits and learn how to put the Platform
to work for you at carestream.com/collaboration.

Clinical Analytics

Business Analytics

Operational Analytics

Imaging Analytic Applications help to improve care
and reduce costs – and provides predictive analysis for
a specific patient population. This module can support
radiologists with recommendations for conditions such
as osteoporosis, coronary calcium, emphysema and fatty
liver.
Report Analytics, using Natural Language Processing
and semantic search technology, are currently in
development to help datamine our diagnostic reports
to improve report quality and value.
Precise Dose Monitoring is the simple yet scalable
way to document dose, set dose-reference levels,
benchmark performance and manage protocols.
Overall, Radimetrics tools can help you comply with
new regulatory standards today and prepare you
for quality initiatives.

Vue Beyond is an analytics portal that supplies
real-time feedback on key performance
indicators – such as study volume and storage
use, physician-signing productivity, patient wait
time, report turnaround time and critical-results
notification. Identify bottlenecks, develop
improvement plans and fine-tune your resources.

Smart Link provides proactive, remote system
monitoring that enables advanced diagnostics
accessible by Carestream service personnel to
detect potential system issues before they occur.
Having live system data ensures faster and more
accurate resolution.

carestream.com/collaboration
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